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Newsletter December 2019
Changed Postal Address
Shortly before the end of the year, we moved our office space within Cuxhaven.
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Engineering Consultancy
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The Landwehrkanal in the
Cuxhaven City

HartTools 7.5 Source Code License
Because the HartTools 7.5 are now stable since May 2018, we have asked ourselves the
question of how to proceed with it. Essential new functions were not requested by the
users.
A further development could be to port the software package to Linux, another one could
be to try it with android. However, when it comes to Android, it should be clear to the
engineers among you that solving the problem of a connection to a serial port is not
going to be that easy, as not only does the system have to support it but also the
hardware.
Therefore, we decided to postpone the development of a new version 2020 for the time
being and to offer the source code of the HartTools 7.5 for sale.
This should make it possible for anyone, who wants to make it, to port to Linux or
integrate the HART communication in an Android system.
What we offer you today is the unrestricted but non-exclusive license to use the source
code of HartTools 7.5. The only thing that is not allowed with this license is the transfer
of the source code to third parties.
The offer can be found on our website. Please let us know in case you have any
questions.
http://borst-automation.com/quotations/Quot-HartTools-7.5-Source-Code.pdf
Free Capacity
As of spring 2020, you will have the opportunity to book me for work or consultancy in
one of your projects. If you are interested, please send me an e-mail with the details or a
description of the task. Then I will gladly provide you a quotation that is tailored exactly
to your requirements.
walter.borst@borst-automation.de
For the Holidays I wish you a contemplative time
and rest in the circle of your loved ones.
And for the New Year I wish you a happy new
year, good luck, success and above all, health!

Cuxhaven, December 9, 2019
Walter Borst
Old Fishing Port Cuxhaven

